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There are dozens of indigenous dialects (ID) in the Guangxi Province, 
which have not been systematically investigated and probed. In Hezhou, the ID 
is the most important local language but no one knows which language system it 
belongs to and its relationship with other nearby local dialects. This paper does a 
comparatively thorough research on the phonetic system, vocabulary system and 
some closed word classes of the Hezhou ID, applying the method of combined 
qualitative and quantitative analyses, from the angles of synchronical comparison 
and diachronic analysis. The results indicate that the Hezhou ID has high 
coherence to the Yulin colloquial in Southeast Guangxi, Lianshan colloquial of 
Northern Guangdong, Huaiji colloquial of Western Guangdong,as well as the 
phonetic system and vocabulary system of Guangzhou Dialect. Based on the 
principle of comprehensive criterion overriding single criterion in terms of 
judging a dialect’s system belonging, and after giving a historical humanistic 
examination, this paper concludes that the Hezhou ID belongs to the system of 
Yue Dialect.  
By comparing phonetic system and vocabulary of Hezhou ID with Pinghua 
of Northern Guangxi and speeches spoken in some regions of Guangdong and 
Guangxi, we believe that the Hezhou ID has high coherence to Pinghua of Wu 
Tong and Zhong Shan, Yulin colloquial, Lianshan colloquial and Huaiji 
colloquial. They share the mainstream and most important basic features 
indicating its origin and system belonging. Therefore, we hold that all those 
dialects belong to the YUE category, particularly as “Old Yue” Dialects. 















frequent contacts and penetration and finally they distribute in spectrum-like 
pattern. Among those dialects, speeches in such regions as Lingui Wutong of 
Northern Guangxi go fastest and farthest due to deep influence from nearby 
Xiang dialects and Southwestern Mandarin. As its internal coherence is the 
weakest, it explains why they are not intelligible with each other. Speeches in 
such regions is in the process of dialect mixing and leveling. But dialects like the 
Hezhou ID represent such features as internal coherence and retaining more old 
Yue in spite of influence from Hakka dialect and Southwestern Mandarin. 
However, speeches in some regions like Huaiji in Western Guangdong have 
obvious influences from the “New Yue” which is represented by the Guangzhou 
dialect. 
Hezhou is a typical multilingual and multi-dialect region with language 
contacts in both width and depth. In this study, we find that the Hezhou ID has 
received deep influence from the Old Biayue languages in terms of sound and 
vocabulary, and at the same time it is to some degree influenced by Hakka 
dialect, Southwestern Mandarin and Xiang dialects, thus manifesting the 
characteristic of obvious dialect mixing. 
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第一章  概  述 
 






















元 589 年），废临贺郡置贺州。开皇十八年（公元 598 年），改兴安县为桂岭
                                                        



























年 5 月 15 日以前，今贺州市仍称贺县，隶属梧州地区，县人民政府驻八步
镇。1997 年 5 月 15 日建市，改称贺州市。 
 



































本地话是贺州第一大方言，使用人口 30 多万，约占全市总人口的 40%。
本地话贺州各乡镇均有分布，其中使用人口逾万人的乡镇有：桂岭镇（约
4.14 万）、贺街镇（约 3.78 万）、大宁镇（约 3.77 万）、仁义镇（约 2.55
万）、步头镇（约 1.87 万）、莲塘镇（约 1、5 万）、公会镇（约 1.32 万）、
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